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Chapter 583: Smart People Don’t Gamble (2) 

 

These words were like a bucket of cold water that was splashed on Shi Jiamu’s head, causing her to 

instantly wake up. 

 

“Thank… Thank you.” 

 

Realizing her foolish behavior, Shi Jiamu bowed to Jiang Beiran. 

 

Jiang Beiran smiled and turned to leave. 

 

“I…” Shi Jiamu was at a loss for words.” It’s not like I’m not returning it to you! I’ll give you everything I 

promised after Golden Cauldron Island ends.” 

 

Nodding in satisfaction, Jiang Beiran said,””So be more proactive in the future. Don’t wait for me to 

ask.” 

 

“Me! I… I know!” 

 

Although she felt extremely aggrieved, Shi Jiamu still chose not to resist, hoping that she would lose. 
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Shi Fenglan’s trust in Little Bei Ran was blind. 

 

Although she did not know how powerful Little Bei Ran was, she knew that he was very powerful. 

 



Therefore, when she realized that she had Little Bei Ran’s protection, she was no longer afraid of going 

to Golden Cauldron Island. She even packed her luggage happily. 

 

“Yes… ‘Bring this along. Little Bei Ran should like it. Hmm, bring this along too. 
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Little Bei Ran should be able to use it. And this…’ This one.” 

 

Shi Jiamu sighed as she looked at her little auntie, who kept stuffing things into her Cosmos Ring.””Aunt, 

why don’t you just move the entire family over?” “That makes sense. I’ll go ask Second Uncle for more 

Cosmos Rings.” 

 

Seeing that her little aunt was running out of the room, Shi Jiamu hurriedly grabbed her and said,””Aiyo, 

I was just joking. I meant that there’s no need to bring so many things over.” 

 

“No need? Didn’t you say that you’ll be gone for a long time?” 

 

“Hey, don’t worry. I’m ready.”Shi Jiamu patted her chest and said. 

 

“Oh?” At this moment, Jiang Beiran, who was standing at the side, suddenly said in a rather interested 

voice,” You’ve prepared a lot?” 

 

“Of course, I’m the captain this time.”Shi Jiamu said proudly. 

 

” A thirteen-year-old captain? Are all the descendants of the Shi family dead? 

 

Half a month ago, Jiang Beiran had already found out about Shi Jiamu’s true age and confirmed that she 

was just a little brat, the Mystic King. He once again sighed at the power of a family with such a deep 

heritage. 

 

However, when Jiang Beiran heard that this thirteen-year-old brat was the captain of such a desperate 

operation, he still felt that the elders of the Shi family had gone crazy. 



 

In order to verify if the elders of the Shi family were that stupid, Jiang Beiran thought for a moment and 

asked,””Have you investigated Golden Cauldron Island?” 

 

“Of course.” 

 

As Shi Jiamu spoke, she took out a piece of kraft paper from her Cosmos Ring and spread it on the 

table.”This is the appearance of Golden Cauldron Island.” Then, he took out a stack of maps and pressed 

them on the table.”ln addition, the situation inside Golden Cauldron Island is different every year.” 

 

As he spoke, he pulled out another card and handed it to Jiang Beiran.””This terrain has appeared five 

times. The probability is very high.” 

 

Alright, it seems that the elders of the Shi family aren’t that stupid after all.’ 

 

Actually, Jiang Beiran had known that Shi Jiamu was quite smart from the start. However, after spending 

some time with her, he realized that she was still a little childish. Now, it seemed that she was quite 

orderly when it came to serious matters. 

 

Taking the map from Shi Jiamu, Jiang Beiran looked at it and asked, ‘”Why didn’t you tell me that the 

terrain of Golden Cauldron Island is different every year?” 

 

“You didn’t ask.” 

 

“Next time, be more proactive. Don’t wait for me to ask you everything.” “Hey!” Shi Jiamu lost her 

temper.” I owe you!” 

 

“Isn’t it?” Jiang Beiran smiled faintly.” Someone insisted on adding a little bit of money to the bet and 

lost a lot of things to me. Shall I help you calculate it now?”” 

 

A week ago, Shi Jiamu’s group had produced three extremely confident card sets and insisted on betting 

with Jiang Beiran. 



 

However, as Jiang Beiran was playing, the system’s options appeared. The options were telling Jiang 

Beiran how to win the game. If he didn’t win, there would be Earth-rank options waiting for him. 

 

Jiang Beiran quickly figured out the reason why such options popped up. 

 

There must be some treasure that was crucial to his future with Shi Jiamu. He had to win it this time. 

Otherwise, there would be no more shops. Since it was a matter of safety, Jiang Beiran had no other 

choice. 

 

This cheat! 

 

I have no choice! 

 

Shi Jiamu was indeed very perceptive when it came to playing The Legend of the Mystery Dragon. Not 

only had she created a card deck in just one night, but she was also able to help Jiang Beiran adjust the 

strength of the cards, such as which cards were too suDermodel and which cards were too useless. She 

was even able to give her own opinions. 

 

Therefore, after playing for half a month, Jiang Beiran did not dare to say that he could beat her in terms 

of playing cards. 

 

This was also the reason why Shi Jiamu dared to add a bonus. 

 

However, that night, Shi Jiamu suffered the greatest blow of her life. He was already full of confidence in 

something, but he was beaten so badly that he couldn’t even find the north. 

 

No matter how she adjusted her deck, she felt as if she had been completely seen through that night. 

Whether it was the fast-attack deck or the late-game deck, she could not win at all. There was even one 

round where she felt that she was almost going to win. As long as she played the core card, Zhao Min, in 

the next round, her Infinite Flying Sword Style would be activated. 

 

He was also certain that as long as he activated it, he would definitely win. 



 

However, just as she was about to celebrate, Jiang Beiran suddenly played a Zhu Cong card. The effect 

was very simple: it drew a card from the opponent’s hand. 

 

Even though she still had five cards in her hand, Jiang Beiran still managed to accurately draw Zhao 

Min’s card. 

 

This made Shi Jiamu almost break down and cry. 

 

Unfortunately, Shi Jiamu was a person who got more and more excited when it came to gambling. In the 

end, when she had nothing to lose and was too embarrassed to even write an IOU, she plopped down 

on the ” gambling table “I bet on myself! If I lose this round again, I’ll be your slave for the rest of my 

life.” 

 

Upon hearing her words, Jiang Beiran turned to Shi Fenglan and said,””Slap her on the forehead.’ 

 

Without any hesitation, Shi Fenglan slapped Shi Jiamu’s forehead. 

 

Looking at Shi Jiamu, who had covered her forehead and sobered up a little, Jiang Beiran shook his head 

and said,” Today, I agreed to ask you for a prize, just to tell you one thing. Smart people are not suitable 

for gambling. The smarter you are, the more unsuitable you are. Otherwise, you will lose your life in the 

end.” ‘ 

 

These words were like a bucket of cold water that was splashed on Shi Jiamu’s head, causing her to 

instantly wake up. 

 

“Thank… Thank you.” 

 

Realizing her foolish behavior, Shi Jiamu bowed to Jiang Beiran. 

 

Jiang Beiran smiled and turned to leave. 

 



“I…” Shi Jiamu was at a loss for words.” It’s not like I’m not returning it to you! 

 

I’ll give you everything I promised after Golden Cauldron Island ends.” 

 

Nodding in satisfaction, Jiang Beiran said,””So be more proactive in the future. Don’t wait for me to 

ask.” 

 

“Me! I… I know!” 

 

Although she felt extremely aggrieved, Shi Jiamu still chose not to resist, hoping that she would lose. 

 

“Thank… Thank you.” 

 

Realizing her foolish behavior, Shi Jiamu bowed to Jiang Beiran. 

 

Jiang Beiran smiled and turned to leave. 

 

“I…” Shi Jiamu was at a loss for words.” It’s not like I’m not returning it to you! 

 

I’ll give you everything I promised after Golden Cauldron Island ends.” 

 

Nodding in satisfaction, Jiang Beiran said,””So be more proactive in the future. Don’t wait for me to 

ask.” 

 

“Me! I… I know!” 

 

Although she felt extremely aggrieved, Shi Jiamu still chose not to resist, hoping that she would lose. 

Nodding in satisfaction, Jiang Beiran said,””So be more proactive in the future. Don’t wait for me to 

ask.” 

 



“Me! I… I know!” 

 

Although she felt extremely aggrieved, Shi Jiamu still chose not to resist 


